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Members/Contributors of Suspension Taskforce

+ Dr. Ronald G. Taylor, Superintendent of Schools
+ Dr. Matthew Friedman, Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum & Instruction
+ Susie Budine, Assistant Superintendent of Student Services 
+ Ann Bodnar, Director of Curriculum & Instruction
+ Keith Bonds, Director of Information Technology
+ Manjit Basra, Information Systems Manager
+ Anide Eustache, Director of Communications 
+ Frank Sanchez, Principal, Columbia High School
+ Dara Gronau, Principal, Maplewood Middle School 
+ Lynn Irby, Principal, South Orange Middle School
+ Melissa Butler, Assistant Principal, Columbia High School
+ Louis Brown, Assistant Principal, Maplewood Middle School
+ Russell King, Assistant Principal, Maplewood Middle School
+ James Jennings, Assistant Principal, South Orange Middle School
+ James Waldron, Assistant Principal, South Orange Middle School
+ Adaliana Cuadrado, Confidential Secretary, Office of the Superintendent
+ Laila Gold, Student Representative
+ Carrie Saney, Student Representative
+ Dr. Stephen Bernardini, Rutgers University/New Jersey School Climate Improvement Platform
+ Tanya S. Lewis, TSL Restorative Practices Consultant
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Resolution 4125
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On October 18, 2021 the Board of Education for the School District of South Orange and Maplewood 
approved regulation 4215 in which a moratorium was placed on student suspensions. Among other 
considerations in this resolution the Board expressed support for Restorative Practices/Restorative Justice 
as well as a need for Social Emotional Supports for students as the District returns to full time in-person 
instruction after the unprecedented disruption caused by the COVID-19 Pandemic. 



Planning & Training

+ Meetings were held with our Restorative Practices/Justice Consultant between 
November and February (with members of the Superintendent’s Cabinet and leads of 
ASCA) to establish a methodology that would be thoughtful (not one-size fits all) to train 
our school-based leaders on this important topic.

+ A survey was created and sent to school leaders to serve as an opportunity for 
leaders to reflect on their perception of their level of expertise on the topic of 
Restorative Practices/Justice.  Results of the survey confirmed that (see in next set of 
slides):

− There was a wide variety of (self-described) comfort with this important topic. From those who view 
themselves as experts who could assist with training their colleagues;

− To those who reported being unfamiliar with Restorative Practices/Justice via formal training

+ Customized cohort training on Restorative Practices/Justice as well as additional PD 
topics have been ongoing and will continue into the 2022-23 school year. 
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In response to the Board Moratorium the following actions were carried out:



Restorative Justice Survey Results
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Restorative Justice Survey Results (cont.)
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Administrators’ Restorative Practices/Justice PD Topics & Trainings
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MANAGING THE MORATORIUM



Managing the Moratorium

+ The Superintendent’s Office created a google form that allowed for School Leaders to 
submit an incident for review along with the accompanied plans to restore. 

+ Each incident was reviewed by the Superintendent personally in a timely manner (see 
example is below).
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An important part of managing the moratorium on suspensions included creating a process 
for the review of student incidents in real-time, along with the previous and future plans 
for restorative practices.



Managing the Moratorium:  Student Code of Conduct

+ Another important caveat of managing the moratorium is, prior to the Board’s approval of 
the moratorium the District Administration launched the 2021-2022 School Year Student 
Code of Conduct which included a Restorative Practices lens.

− [https://www.somsd.k12.nj.us/mdocs-posts/somsd-student-code-of-conduct-restorative-ju
stice/]
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Managing the Moratorium:  Suspension Report

+ Another component of managing the moratorium is transparently communicating the 
numbers of suspensions that occurred this year, including with the demographics of 
those students who were suspended from attending one of our schools. 

+ The District previously put this practice in place as part of compliance with previous 
litigation, however our IT Director assisted in making this information more user friendly 
via a data dashboard that users can apply demographic filters to.
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TASK FORCE PLANNING MEETINGS



Task Force Planning Meetings

+ In concert with the launch of customized professional development plans for our School 
Leaders and other moratorium management tools, the Superintendent held multiple 
Restorative Practices Preparation & Task Force meetings which began with meeting with 
Cabinet Members, ASCA Leadership and our Restorative Practices Consultant to thoughtfully 
plan a program for our school leaders. 

+ School leaders were offered opportunities to volunteer to serve on the Task Force. After 
selecting Admin participants, Student  Representatives from Columbia High School were 
identified and contributed to the work of the Task Force. 

+ Artifacts from the Restorative Practices Planning and Suspension Task Force meetings as 
well as meeting notes were shared with BOE and taskforce members.

+ Some highlights from these meetings include -
● Review of Restorative Practices previous District training and plans moving forward.
● Student feedback on the suspension moratorium and restorative practices.
● Student feedback on Title IX and other resources. 
● Student support of Peer Mediation strategies
● Student support for further transparency measures beyond the District website, 

including- Canvas, social media, etc.
● Dr. Bernardini reviewed the New Jersey School Climate Improvement Platform 

(NJSCIP) and gave the history of his previous engagement with CHS regarding the 
previous iterations of the Rutgers School Climate Surveys (circa 2015 forward)
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CLIMATE SURVEY
&

2022 SPRING SURVEY PILOT RESULTS



Climate Survey

+ In response to the Board Moratorium request to implement a school climate survey, our 
ongoing partnership with Rutgers University provided us access to a new Pilot that went live 
on March 30, 2022, The New Jersey School Climate Improvement Platform.  

+ While our District has previously utilized Climate Surveys for CHS students, staff and parents 
via our partnership with Rutgers their new online platform for reporting school climate data 
uses responsive technology to support data analysis and assist with school climate 
improvement planning. 
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Previous School 
Climate Survey 

Current School 
Climate Survey



2022 Spring Survey Pilot Sample Results
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+ Our representative,  Dr. Bernardini has supported our efforts as we have worked to prepare 
the pilot platform for our initial usage. 

+ Principal Sanchez and Assistant Superintendent Budine worked with the Superintendent’s 
office to launch our 1st NJSCI climate survey to CHS parents, staff and students.  

+ We are reviewing this first engagement as we prepare to offer this same opportunity to the 
stakeholders of our middle schools (members of both SOMS and MMS Admin Teams received 
a review from Dr. Bernardini during one of our Suspension Task Force meetings).



2022 Spring Survey Pilot Sample Results (cont.)
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2022 Spring Survey Pilot Sample Results (cont.)
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While the tools are very different, a comparison of stakeholder participation is as follows … NJSCI Pilot vs 2020, number of 
staff participating decreased by (80 vs 91), we have more than twice as many parents this time (455 vs 200), and a third 
fewer students (680 vs 400).This of course is an area of future growth … students were reminded daily on Canvas and via 
email reminders. We are working with CHS Leadership and our Dr. Bernadini to analyze these results and use them for our 
2022-2023 sy planning. Full copies of report pages are linked below.NJSCI Survey Report.pdf  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qtcqvEr8I4fWvoLuEOCsc171N6R7HnKU/view?usp=sharing


SUSPENSION DATA COMPARISON



Suspension Data: 2021- 22 District Suspensions by Categories
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Risk Ratio Methodology (from 3/21/22 BOE District Goal Presentation)
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A risk ratio equal to one means that the 
outcomes of both the groups are identical.
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Raw Suspension Data vs. Risk Ratio 
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District-wide

Risk Ratio

Raw Data



Columbia:  Raw Suspension Data vs. Risk Ratio
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CHS

Risk Ratio

Raw Data



Maplewood Middle:  Raw Suspension Data vs. Risk Ratio
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MMS

Risk Ratio

Raw Data



South Orange Middle:  Raw Suspension Data vs. Risk Ratio
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SOMS

Risk Ratio

Raw Data



Clinton:  Raw Suspension Data vs. Risk Ratio
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Clinton

Risk Ratio

Raw Data



Jefferson:  Raw Suspension Data vs. Risk Ratio
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Jefferson

Risk Ratio

Raw Data



Marshall:  Raw Suspension Data vs. Risk Ratio
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Marshall

Risk Ratio

Raw Data



Seth Boyden:  Raw Suspension Data vs. Risk Ratio
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Seth Boyden

Risk Ratio

Raw Data



South Mountain:  Raw Suspension Data vs. Risk Ratio
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South Mountain

Risk Ratio

Raw Data



Tuscan:  Raw Suspension Data vs. Risk Ratio
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Tuscan

Risk Ratio

Raw Data



RELEVANT RESEARCH



Relevant Research

+ The Impact of Suspension Reforms on Discipline Outcomes: Evidence From California High 
Schools - Wang, R. (2022)

Out-of-school suspension (OSS) is one of the most commonly used discipline actions in U.S. 
schools: over the past 20 years, about 5% of students received at least one OSS each year (de Brey 
et al., 2019). While there may be justifiable grounds for excluding disruptive students from the 
classroom, such as protecting other students’ safety and learning, a large proportion of OSSs are 
issued to students committing minor infractions that pose little to no direct threat to their classmates. 
This misapplication of OSS deprives students of educational opportunities and more generally harms 
the school learning environment by creating shared stress (Pena-Shaff et al., 2019) - 
https://doi.org/10.1177%2F23328584211068067

+ Despite Reductions Since 2011-12 Black Students and Students with Disabilities Remain More 
Likely to Experience Suspension

While the use of out-of-school suspension has decreased since school year 2011-12, schools 
continue to suspend their Black students and students with disabilities at disproportionate rates. 
Additionally, the use of suspension for Black students and students with disabilities decreased more 
slowly than among Hispanic students and students without disabilities, respectively. These findings 
update our 2019 analysis using new data from the Civil Rights Data Collection. Ryberg, R. Her, S. 
Temkin, D. Harper K. (2021) 
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https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/23328584211068067#
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https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.childtrends.org%2Fpublications%2Fblack-students-disabilities-out-of-school-suspensions&data=04%7C01%7C%7C9624f2cbdf844b41a09f08d94af26d08%7C380c6d8fdce34747b5fda656050bfd7f%7C1%7C0%7C637623227347449497%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=E%2BbqCl1ynE8mkyFqCEPyLgc%2FUhhOE9Zh169u%2FHDTw%2Fg%3D&reserved=0


Relevant Research:  Child Trends (August 2021)

Despite Reductions Since 2011-12, Black Students and Students with Disabilities Remain More Likely to Experience 
Suspension.  While the use of out-of-school suspension has decreased since school year 2011-12, schools continue to 
suspend their Black students and students with disabilities at disproportionate rates. Additionally, the use of suspension for 
Black students and students with disabilities decreased more slowly than among Hispanic students and students without 
disabilities, respectively. 
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https://www.childtrends.org/publications/despite-reductions-black-students-and-students-with-disabilities-remain-more-likely-to-experience-suspension
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Relevant Research:  Education Law Center

In 2018-19, 55,971 students 
received at least one in or out of 
school suspension, compared to 
50,283 in 2017-18, an 11% 
increase. This represents a rise in 
the overall suspension rate from 
3.6% of all students to 4%. The 
increases included both in and out 
of school suspensions.

https://edlawcenter.org/news/archives/bullying-and-r
esidence/nj-reports-alarming-increase-in-student-su
spensions-overall-and-among-black-students.html
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SUMMARY & NEXT STEPS



Summary & Next Steps

+ The District’s suspension data and comparison reflects a trend of improvement 
regarding both the number of students suspended, percentage of suspensions per 
overall enrollment, as well as the demographic disparity when applying a risk ratio 
(likelihood based on racial designation).

+ While this trajectory was moving in an encouraging direction, the 2021-2022 data 
strongly suggests that the BOE moratorium had a direct impact on a greater 
reduction than would have been expected.

+ The School Based Administrators’ feedback on their Restorative Practices/Justice 
Professional Development has been very positive (both the content and presenters). 

+ The difficulty of collecting and analyzing past years suspension data leads the 
Administration to the conclusion that PowerSchool will permanently become the 
single repository to collect suspensions, restorative steps taken etc. This will allow a 
much easier analysis of this important data.

+ Despite the conclusion of the Moratorium, the Administration will continue the formal 
practice of requiring restorative connections to suspension requests that will be 
consistently reviewed by the Superintendent (or Designee).
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Summary & Next Steps (cont.)

+ Suspension will continue to be formally tabulated per school monthly on a public 
facing platform.

+ Per the recommendation of our Task Force Student Representatives the 
Administration will add Title IX, Code of Conduct, Restorative Practices/Justice 
resources to platforms that students are more likely to peruse i.e. Canvas, Social 
media, etc.

+ Our District will continue our pilot engagement with the New Jersey School Climate 
Improvement (NJSCI) platform and expand its scope to every school in our District for 
school stakeholder (student, staff and parents) feedback.

+ Our Assistant Superintendent of Access & Equity will work closely with our School 
Based Administrators to work as thought partners with regards to continuing the 
encouraging improvement of our suspension data, i.e. keeping our students in 
schools utilizing a restorative lens.

+ Throughout this process our Leadership Team kept the work of our Sexual Assault 
Task Force top of mind as their report had connections to student consent, immediate 
triage for students in crisis and a flowchart to consistently govern our staff responses 
to these incidents. Prevention is of course the at the heart of both preventing 
suspensions and sexual assault.     
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